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Abstract 

This paper is an attempt to present a short, 
unified discussion of the radar detection, para- 
meter estimation, and multiple-signal resolution 
problems--mostly from a philosophical rather than 
a detailed mathematical point of view. The pur- 
pose is, hopefully, to make it possible in at 
least some limited sense to reason back from ap- 
propriate measures of desired radar performance to 
specifications of the necessary values of the re- 
lated radar parameters. Specifically four mea- 
sures of performance quality are csnsidered: 

1. The reliability of detection, 
2. The accuracy with which target para- 

meters can be estimated, 
3. The extent to which such estimates can 

be made without ambiguity, 
4. The degree to which two or more dif- 

ferent target echoes C~JI be separated 
or resolved. 

It is argued that the radar synthesis pro- 
blem can be split into two more-or-less indepen- 
dent phases. First,adjust such parameters as 
those appearing in the radar equation so that the 
received-signal ener.'Ty is sufficiently large for 
the degree of reliability of detection desired. 
The required value of energy is almost entirely 
independent of the character of the received echo 
signal waveform. The second phase is, then, to 
select the waveform in such a way that accuracy, 
ambiguity, and resolution requirements are met. 
The limitations on what can be achieved in terms 
of these three quality measures are discussed in 
relation to an uncertainty principle. For pur- 
poses of illustration several novel waveforms 
having unusual and useful properties are des- 
cribed. 

Most radar design engineers today are ac- 
quainted with at least the rudiments of statisti- 
cal methods and probability concepts. They have 
studied aspects of detection theory and mastered 
the operational methods of signal and system 
analysis. They speak knowingly of %e.tched fil- 
ters" and "uncertainty principles.R Hut often 
this knowledge is fragmentary--quite useful for 
radar analysis, but fundamentally inadequate for 
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radar-ynthesis. What is often missing is a sense 
of perspective, an appreciation of the relative 
importance of and the interconnections between 
isolated bits of knowledge--in a phrase, a radar 
detection philosouw. The rather ambitious- 
of this paper is to attempt to state such a phil- 
osophy--or better a part of such a philosophy 
since we shall ignore many aspects of the radar 
detection problem. Specifically we shall not 
even mention many practical questions such as 
implementation, effect of system instabilities, 
approximations, and distortions, countermeasures, 
etc. Moreover, we shall for various reasons to 
be discussed consider only "search"'type radar 
applications. 

Our intention, thus, is to .@scuss a theory. 
Now, the ultimate purpose of any theoryin ap- 
plied science is always to achieve some type of 
synthesis, i.e., to make it possible to reason 
back from effects to causes, or from desired per- 
formance to system parameters. To be successful, 
then, our theory must meet three conditions: 

1. The model on which the theory is based 
must at least approximately represent 
the actual physical situation; 

2. The theory must yield a fundamental, 
complete, and consistent set of para- 
meters and concepts in terms of which 
both the-desired performance and the 
radar system can be uniquely specified; 

3. The theory must include all upper bounds, 
limiting relationships, or realizability 
conditions, which prevent the simultan- 
eous achievement of sn arbitrary set of 
parameters. 

These three points constitute a rough out- 
line of this paper. More specifically we shali 
first postulate a model of both the target situa- 
tion and the radar.. We shall then consider two 
very restricted special cases cbrrgsponding to a 
single target with discrete parameter distribu- 
tions. Uespite the restrictions, a discussion of 
these cases will lead to quite general statements 
about those parameters and limiting conditions 
which relate to the general question of reliabil- 
a of detection. Next we shall oass to the case 
of continuous aarameter distributions and con- 
sider the questions of accuracy and ambiguity 
and their relation to what might be called the 
Radar Uncertainty Principle. -This section will be 
illustrated by a number of examples, some of which 
are rather novel. Finally we shall consider brief- 
ly and qualitatively the case of multiple targets 
and the question of resolution. 
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Q The RadarModel 

We shall begin nrith- the postulation of a 
model. For detection purposes we are principally 
intsrested in the received Taveform and the way 
in Fhich it. is related to 'the parameters of the 

'targets and the transmitted waveform. We can 
avoid a number of trivial steps in the argument 
if we choose our postulates so as to define di- 
rectly the received waveform. Hence, me shall 
assume that: 

1. The volume examined by the radar con- 
tains a number of point scatterers whose 
.individual properties can be completely 
described'by 

a. the amplitude of the return from 
each, 

b. the range of the scatterer or &- 
& in the echo, 

c. the velocity of the scatterer or 
Doppler shift in the echo; 

2. The effective duration of the echo from 
each scatterer is limited, known and &&- 
pendent of the properties of the scatterer; 
3. The amplitude of the echo and the velo- 
city of the scatterer are constants, at 
least during the effective echo duration. 
A fourth assumption is required to specify 

the actual shape of the received waveform, but 
since this is primarily a matter of nomenclature 
end requires some development we shall postpone 
it for the moment. It is easy to raise questions 
about the necessity, rationality, and implications 
of the ess~~,mptions listed,above. Nevertneless, 
we believe that they are the simplest set of con- 
straints which preserve, at least in some rudi- 
mentary form, the major aspects of the radar pro- 
blem. Moreover, they are the most common as- 
sumptions, implied if not expressed, in most dis- 
cussions of the radar problem, and they~have in 
general the pragmatic justification of leading to 
mathematical and pnilosophical problems which are, 
at least in principle, amenable to solution, of 
course, any set of assumptions of this type limits 
the applicability of the theory to follow. In 
this respect the second assumption isperhaps the 
most damaging since it,effectively limits the 
theory to "search" as opposed to "track" appli- 
zations. Actually there is a rather important 
point of philosophy involved here about which we 
shall have more to say later on. Moreover, an 
additional implication of this second postulate 
is that we must effectively assume either that the 
antenna is step-scanned or that the angular co- 
ordinates of the target are known a uriori. In 
general we plan to ignore the problem of measuring 
i;he angular coordinates o.f the target. There is 
nothing particular& fundamental about this and 
the theory can be modified to include angular 
measurements with, of course, an increase in,com- 
plexity. The first and third assumptions are, 
perhaps, less controversial, and essentially 
amount to requiring that the observation ,interval 
or duration of the echo must be sufficiently short 
so that acceleration and rapid scintillation ef- 
fects can be ignored. 

Returning now to the fourth assumption, we 
Pesire to introduce some symbolic notation for the 
received waveform and its relation to the trans-. 
mitted waveform and the target parameters. The 
first three assumptions permit us to represent the 
echo signal re eived at any moment in terms of a 
canonic signal E 

where 

w, = carrier frequency 

so that 

The additional assumption will be made that /s&y 
and Y@j vary slowly compared with w~f so that 
the ,usual narrow-band assumptions vi11 be justi- 
fied. For example, it iS conveneint to normalize 
the energy level of S-/f) by specifying hat 2 

Physically, S(r) \uill be interpreted as the re- 
turn from a "unit" fixed target at zero range. 
Consequently, except for the efrect of antenna 
scanning or eQuivalent means of limiting the echo 
duration,/$hdand y)l(r) can be considered as 
the envelope and phase variation of the transnit- 
ted waveform, and hence along witn U, are as- 
sumed Known to the receiver. Thus, using the 
narrow band assumption, the echo from a target 
having a range delay r and a Doppler frequency 
shift w  rad/sec,h)c<a,will be represented as 

where 

1. Complex notation is employed for simplicity 
at a later stage and should not be considered in 
any sense fundamental or mysterious. 

2. Although the limits of integration in (l-2), 
as in other similar integrals to follow, are 
given as -03 and co, it should be remembered that, 
in accordance with the second basic assumption, 
r ffl is assumed to be zero outside some rela- 
tively short interval of time. 
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and 

J 

#a 

82 k--rIdi * ,9* (l-3) -Y 
= echo signal energy. 

Pinally our fourth assumption is that tne 
total received signal can-be represented as 

where h tirepresents essentially vvhite Gaussian f 
noise of known paler density, A4 watts/cps 
(double-sidea spectrum)' 

2& The A Posteriori Probability "I -- 

Given rf& our proalem roughLy is to ae- 
termine i,he number and parameters 05' the targets 
;vhion are present. Of course we cannot expect 
to do this with absolute certainty because of the 
noise, if for no other reason. The best that we 
can hope to achieve is to be able to attach a 
probability to the-truth of any proposition made 
about the target situation. Specifically we shsll 
assert that a specification for each possible set 
of values of #, e, and W  of the probability 
that there ie a target present with those para- 
meters constitutes a complete statement of our 
knowledge about'the target situation obtained 
from b- /fl . Considered as a function of &V, 
and k),this is called the aposteriori (i.e., 
after reception of k-(i) ) probability distribu- 
tion which tve shall denote by ~%eqN), 

Eowever, as soon as we try to compute/W<4 
for some particular r/f), a difficult ap ears. 
This is, of course, the fact that P/&SW P for 
each particular HZ= and w depends on our ex- 
pectation prior to receiving tYfJ that a target 
with that particular set of parameters would be 
present, i.e., flS$uJ depends on the a priori 
probability distribution fi&I;u). Other things 
being equal, the more likely a target is before 
receiving t/f) , the more likely it is efter- 
wards. Specifically it can be shown that if n/& 
is white Gaussian noise and if we know, for 
example, that there is at most one target present, 
then the 2posteriori probability that a target 
is present and has the particular parameters H,c 
and W  is 

1. Contrary to the more usual practice we shall 
employ throughout a double-sided spectrum, i.e., 
including both positive and negative frequencies. 
Hence, for exemple, the noise power output of a 
filter with frequency response Mb> will be 

For a receiver with noise figure =f, &is 
given by /%-%&T, k= Boltzmann's constant, 
f- absolute temperature. 
[ll. Superscripts in brahkets refer to the 
bibliography. 

where k= 
Ha c. 

normalization constant, independent of 
and 3 , so chosen that the sum or inte- 

gral of,meeoy) over all possible values (in- 
cluding R-0) of the parameters is 1. 

The difficulty, of course, is that in many 
case3 the radar-designer--and indeed the radar 
user--have little or no knowledge about&&T&. 
To quote an example of Roodward's, what after all 
is the "a priori. probability of observing an air- 
craft on a given radar set at a range of ten mile3 
at nine o'clock tomorrow morning?" It is not 
even clear that this question ha3 any meaning in 
the sense of mathematical as opposed to subjective 
probability, since an ensemble of like situations 
is hard to imagine. 

It has been argued with some justification, 
that, from the the point of view of radar design 
at,least, the dependence. of/;y*f?qwJ on e&C-.) 
is not very important. The argument essentially 
depends upon two observations: 

1. The only way in which the particular 
signal received adds to our knolvledge of 
any attribute of the situation is through 

' the integral 

e-21 
Thus any receiver which computes the in- 
tegral (2-2) for all possible value3 of p 
and Lu is reserving all of that informa- 
tion in w&J relevant to any decision3 
about the presence or.parameters of an echo 
signal. Furthermore, the output of this 
receiver is just sufficient in that any 
further operations on c&'?? will either des- 
troy useful information or imply assumptions 
concerning the form of ~&~N~. It is in 
this sense at least that a receiver perform- 
ing the cross-correlation type operation 
(2-2) may be said to be optimum--and the 
structure of this receiver does not depend 
on A fM, fd . 
2. The way in which &/R,cw)enters the 
computation ofP@%.u) is purely a3 a 
scale factor or aeighting. Thus it3 influence 
on the equipment design is essentially 
that of a gain control adjustment :v,?ich need 
not greatly worry the radar designer since 
it csn be left to the user to set this con- 
trol in accordance with the situation and 
hi3 own particular prejudices. 
At best it seems to us this argument amounts 

to ducking the issue. There are two reason3 why 
we cannot get rid of the a priori probability pro- 
blem so easily: 
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1. Sooner or later in every system design 
it is necessary to make decisions, e.g., to 
procede from noncommital probabilities to 
firm statements right or wrong, that targets 
are located there and there and there. Such 
decisions are the, rightful concern of the 
radar designer, if for no other reason than 
that he may very well be called upon to make 
them. But as soon&s decisions are re- 
quired the a priori difficulty comes back to 
haunt us--mTxed up now with another dis- 
turbing subject, tne question of risks or 
value judgments. It is idle to pretend that 
decisions baoed on maximum likelihood,-Ney- 
man-Pearson, or minimax criteria avoid the 
difficult since the selection of such a 
criterion really amounts in efrect to an 
an assumption about the form of &f$?$Jj. 

2. The values of /?&, C&J for all possible 
sets‘of H,q and C, represent quite a lot 
of data--more, indeed, then tne customer may 
wish or can assimilate. Some of these para- 
meters, e.g., 10 , may not contribute much 
information and the customer may very well 
suggest that the designer get rid of them 
by integrating /n&z4 over these paxa- 
meters. In this event the necessity for 
knowing or assuming A’f&quJis completely 
unavoidable. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper we 

shall assume that fi(e+;J)is knorm or has been 
more or less arbitrarily selected. This really 
constitutes, of course, a fifth postulate and 
should perhaps be listed in the preceding qection. 
In the last analysis the justification for this 
assumption lies in the fact that we are dealing 
with a theo.ry. In the modern axiomatic sense of 
the word a theory cannot be tested on the basis 
of its truth, but only a3 to its utility. The 
usel'ulness of the present theory, including the 
assumption of knorm a nriori probabilities, has, 
we believe, been demonstrated many times. 

In certain case3 the required assumptions 
concerning the a priori distributions are rela- 
tively.innocuous. For example, suppose again 
that there is knovm to be only one target present 
end that oi//vlp i3Jcnown to be reasonably large 
compared with 1. Then A as defined in (2-2) 
will, as a result of the narrow-band assumption, 
be an almost periodic function of e in the vi- 
cinity of the true values of r and w , and, 
indeed, will be almost a sine wave of frequency 
w,, and amplitude AL/n/, . The corresponding 
period, expressed in terms of range, is one-half 
the wave length at the frequency tihr, i.e., in 
most cases a few feet or less. Appealing to a 
sort of general principle of continuity, it is 
certainly reasonable to assume that /$fH,qw),is 
essentially constant over variations of r cor- 
responding to as small a range difference as a 
few feet. Thus P/&cd considered as a function 
of r can be expected to alternate rapidly be- 
tveen a large and a small value. Physically the 
implication is that the range of the target can 
perhaps be determined quite "accurately" (small 
fraction of a wave length), but that this 

determination is highly %mbiguousW (multiples of 
half-wavelengths)., As a'result of this'ambiguity 
the fine structure of pIAzt;wj, is essentially 
meaningless in most cases1 and the logicaloper- 
ation to perform is to replace P@~;~JJ by local 
sums ofPCe+J over half-wavelength intervals, 
assuming ranges within this interval zqually 
likely. Taking advantage of the narrow-band as- 
sumption, this operation is readily carried out 
by treating the *cl- term in &,&-r>: as an 
independent random phase angle, 6 , assumed to. 
be uniformly distrlbuted &L&e-. Averaging. 
over 6 we obtain 

where 

and .& is the Bessel function of imaginary ar- 
gument. ~&~u) ten be thought of as es- 
sentially the nenvelope*8 of /%df& given by 
(2-l). More precisely St59 is a monotonic 
function of X so that A, plays the same role 
of a sufficient statistic with respect to Me& 
as A plays with respect to p/~Ir;~]..'low 
17 is easy tO show that /\r co.nsidered.as a 
function of T may be interpreted physically2 
(in the case at least when g&J&) as precisely 
the enveiope of A , which is certainly an in- 
tuitively satisfying result considering tne 
assumptions. 

1. But not in all cases; e.g., not if the radar 
being considered is one station of an inter- 
ferometer system. 

2. A touch of reality can be given to this 
"p-hysical" interpretation by considering one of 
the ways by which A and A, ,oan be computed 
in practice. Let the interval in which 5~t' 
is non-zero be &f&T. Then A can be written 

A I fzd2-r)& 
-aa 

which can be interpr+s%edl as the output at time 
7-4 ti of a linear filter whose input is e/t) 
and whose impulse response, h/t) , is given by 

This is the matched filter for this waveform. -- 
Clearly the output of Ahis filter as a function 
of time is precisely equal to A, for various 
value3 of T+ . If S&J iS a narrow-osnd 
waveform, then A/r) will also have the appear- 
ance of a narrow?band waveform, A,fr) is.pre- 
cisely the ordinary physical envelope of this 
waveform, i.e., can be obtained by following the 
matched filter with an envelope detector. 

207 
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In the literature Ffdq;,)has in general 
been called the aposteriori probability in the 
+andom-phase case." This: is sn unfortunate 
name since it has led to considerable confusion 
witn the already rather confused question of 
t'coherent'r vs . %ncoherent" radar2 We have gone 
through the argument leading to P&T@> in some 
detail in the hope of pointing out that there is 
really no connection between these two ideas. 
The receiver computing A, is every bit as CO- 
herent as that ccmputing A in the sense-that 
complete knowledge of the internal phase structure. 
of the expected received siw is assumed in each 
case--it is only the initial phase or detailed 
local range which is assumed random and equivocal 
in /L . And, of course, in neither.case is there 
any necsssity that the transmitted signal nave 
some regular predictable phase structure (“CO- 
herence pulse-to-pulse")--it is merely necessary 
in each case that the receiver be aware a poster- 
iori of what was indeed transmitted, and this is 
G&aition which, at least. in principle, can 
always be satisfied in radar. 

3.0 Simple Detection Situations &3 

In the preceding sections we have discussed 
the radar model which we have selected and the 
role which the aposteriori probability plays as 
a complete measure of our after-the-fact knowled& 
But, although the a posteriori probability, - sup- 
plemented perhaps with some decision method, rep- 
resents a more or less complete solution to-the 
analysis problem, we must go further before we cari 
do radar synthesis. In particular we must con- 
sider the Quality of our &posterior knowledge and 
the way it depends on the.various system parameters 
There are many sorts of quality judgments which 
might be applied. We propose to consider just 
four: 

1. The reliability of the detection or -- 
determination that a target echo is 
"there," 

2. The accuracy with which the parameters 
of‘the target echo can be measured, 

3. The possibility of ambiguities in the 
determination of target echo parameters, 

4. The extent to which two target echoes 
present simultaneously.or overlapping 
can be resolved and measured separately, 

Qf these four, the first--reliability of detec-' 
tion--clearly underlies or precedes the other threa 
In order to acquire some feeling for the detection 
problem we shall first consider several situations 
in which the.a priori knowledge is, by assumption, 
such that the other three quality judgments do 
net apply. 
3.1 The Canonic Detection Problem --. 

As we have mentioned before, the question of 
detection or decision brings up the problem of 
value judgments, i.e*, the relative %ostsw to be 
assigned to the various ways and degrees of being 
wrong. Fortunately there are several simple sit- 
uations from which it is possible to draw remark- 
ably general conclusions of great power and util- 

ity without having to get deeply' involved in such 
a slippery subject as value judgments and decision 
criteria. The simpI.est of these is philosophi- 
cally almost trivial and might be called the can- 
J&?- detection prqblem. We assume that it is- 
kncwn a priori that orgy one of two possible tar- 
get sltuatrons can ever occur--either there is no 
target present at all so that the received signal 
consists of noise alone, or else, one particular 
known target is present so that the received sig- 
nal consists, of a known echo signal (i.e., known 
waveform, H,Y, snd w plus noise.' In this 
case there are only two aposteriori prob&bilities2 
of interest-- ~/x+!! and i%/o,g@?* /-P&G') 
Since our complete aposteriori knowledge of the 
situation is thus soecified bv .a single number. 
Prr;r,‘ru> , it is clear that ihe ohli rational' 
decision process is a comparison ofP(R,,2;w> with 
a threshold--announcing desired signal present if 
fl/@,cw)' exceeds this threshold, and otherwise 
absent. Moreoever, since Z(x) is monotonic in 
x , a completely equivalent process, and one 
which is perhaps more easily interpreted,is merely 
a comparison of A, with a different threshold, Y, 
The choice of Y , of course, depends on the speci- 
fied values of A,dlJ,fi&cr>, and on the ap- 
propriate value judgments selected to rate the 
performance of the decision process.. But this is 
the only way in which the questions of either' the 
value judgments or the &.priori probability enter 
the problem. Thus the significance of the a pos- 
teriori approach, in this case at least, is that 
we can state quite uneauivocallg that the form of 
the optimumdecision process, i;e., compare 41 
with a threshold, will QQ& depend on the particu- 
lar value judgment chosen, which is really a quite 
remarkable and important conclusion. Indeed if at 
least some relative degree of invariance to such 
an emotional quantity as value Judgments were not 
obtained in ae simple a decision problem as this, 
we would have very. serious doubts about the likeli- 
hood of any really general and useful conclusions 
comitg out of the present approach. 

The remaining result of interest in the 
canonic detection problem is a determination of 
those attributes of the received echo waveform 
which influence the decision performance. First, 
it is necessary to point out that the performance 
of the detector in this simple problem can be com- 
pletely characterized by two donditional prcbabil- 
ities: 

ld I probability of announcing ecno signal 
present if there actualiy is such a signal 
present I Probability of Detection; 
P, - probability of announcing echo,signal 
psesent if there actually is not a signal 
present - 3robabilit.y of Fals~lalm. 

1. Clearly such a situation is almost too trivial 
to ever be representative of an actual radar pro- 
blem. Nevertheless, certain communications Fro- 
blems, e.g., synchronous PCM, are represented 
rather accurately by this,model. 

2. Throughout this paper we shall assume that we 
are dealing with the nrandom-phase case" so that 
P&~u) rather than/%e5cu> is the appropriate 
probability distribution. 
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It is easy to show b an analysis of the statisti- 
cal properties of d , that Pd and Pf are functions 
of just two parameters: - 

echo signal enerq 
effective input noise power/cps. 

x’ 
iq= 

(threshold voltage)2 
effective input noise power,/cps. 

The parameter p/A can be eliminated and Pd plot- 
ted as a function of P withj?as a parameter. 
The resulting family o %  curves (Fig. 1) has b 
called the receiver detection characteristic. Et? 
In accordance mith the argument of the preceding 
paragraph- the interpretation to be put on these 
curves, is the following. For a given Aany pair 
of values of P 
cxrve can be 

and Pf lying on the corresponding 
o 6 tained by compaiing Al with an ap- 

propriate threshold. The best operating point is, 
of course, a function of the selected value judg- 
ment and, in gener&l,P,&GF;u). But in any case 
the performance so obtained is optimum in the 
sense that no pair of values of P and P above or 
to the left af this curve can be o taine by any %  * f; 
means with the given /?. Any actual receiver 
which fails to compute &or its equivalent will 
yield operating points lyinff below this curve'. 
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fig. 1: Receiver detection Characteristics 

1. ft is important to point out, however, in view 
of the many arguments which have arisen over the 
past few years, that a receiver which can be con- 
sidered as only in the grossest sense computing 4, 
may often (indeed one is tempted to say almost al- 
ways) have an operating point only slightlg_below 
(equivalent to a few db change in R) the optimum. 
In other words the optimum represented by oompar- 
ing A, with a threshold is, in an operational 
sense, very broad. This is another example of the 
relative invariance which we consider such a sat- 

aisfying feature of the theory 

We&we found the curves of Fig. i very use- 
ful for computing the performance of radars .and 
other systems (as compared, for example, with the 
rather nebulous empirical rule that Ereliable" 
detection requires some signal-to-noise ratio to 
be greaser than l).l But for our present purposes 
the most important conclusion of the last para- 
graph is that the detector performance, in the 
canonic detection situation at least ana in so far 
as it depends on the actual signal received, de- 
pends only on the ratio of the desired echo signal 
enerm to the noise power per cycle oer second, and 
not upon any other attribute of the wavcK(e.g., 
bandwiuth, waveshaya, etc.). !Chat the performance 
should in principle depend on the ratio, A and not 
alone on the more common signal-to-noise power 
ratio is certainly not surprising in view of the 
dquipartition Lau of physics. But when translated 
into other terms, e.g., the observation that a 
pulse radar and a CW radar will have the same de+ 
tection per<-rmance on a given target for the 
ssme average received power and observation time, 
despite the large difference in bandwidth, the 
argument is not always so readily believed. 

Before going on to consider tire complicated 
cecision problems it is worthwhile 

ii! 
o investigate 

the effect of an unknown amplitude, /3 
is otner&e the canonic decision probherh. 

on what 
There 

are,perhaps, two extreme situations--one in which 
it is uesired to estimate A as well as detect tne 
presence of the signal, ana the other in whicn the 
actual value of R contributes essentially no in- 
formation and only a yes-or-no answer about pre- 
sence is desired. The first situation brings up 
the question of accuracy; indeed, our discussion 
here will serve as the prototype for later ais- 
cussions with res:,ect to V and N . The second 
situation provides another example of the proper 
7ay to handle a "stray" or non-infdrmation-carry- 
ing parameter. In the second case, in particular, 
it is necessary to make an assumption about the 
a priori distribution of amplitudes. For purposes 
of illustration we shall choose the Rayleigh dis- 
tribution which in many cases is a reasonable ap- 
proximation to the actual distribution and has the 
advantage of being easy to manipulate, That is we 
shall assume that 

If only's yes-no answer about the presence of 
a target is desired, then paralleling the random - 
phase arguments what we must compute is 

(3.1-2) 

1. Indeed we consider thesmost meaningful and. 
fundamental form of the radar equation to be that 
which relates-R , rather thsn received signal pow- 
er, to transmitted power, antenna gain, range, etc. 
2. It should be remembered that we are still as- 
suming that, whatever the value of A, it remains 
constant for the duration of the signal. In physi- 
cal terms we are thus modeling the lowly- scintil- 
lating target If only:Rapidly-scintil ating targets 
present much more difficult problems. 
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i.e., the sum of the aposteriori probabilities 
for each value of R . The integration can be eas- 
ily carried out and it can be shown that a compar+ 
ison of p/r;ur) ,with a threshold is completely 
equivalent to comparing A, with a threshold as be- 
fore. The difference from the case of k&n amp- 
litude comes in the values of Pd and P . me re- 
ceiver detection charat$eristio is re ~a5ilycompu- 
ted and the resulting family of curves is shown 
dotted in Fig. 1. The pa&eater in this case is 
the ratio A!.=&*& . where #is the most oro- 
bable target-echo'amplitude. ! l%e most significant 
attributes of these curves are the much lower 
value of Pa resulting for hip-values ofR.coh- 
pared with the non-fluotuating case for the same 
value of #, and.the effeotive,saturation in Pd 
accompanying an attempt to, increase,.Pd by increas- 
ingAL? Whese results have animportant influence 
on radar design, but further discussion of these 
effects is outside the scope of this paper. 

Suppose, h&ever, it'is necessary to deter-l 
mine the actual ampl+itude, w R,; of the target. 
The question then arises as to the kcouracy with 
which &.can be measured.’ .’ The & posteriori prob- 

mbilityof a particular value,&, is, from (2-3) 

NW as we have already shown the ratio&eh must 
be l&&&f t& si&l *I? to be detected re- 
liably. Or~altkmtely we'shall show that la*/& 
uiust be lar@;e if& ik to be determined acauktely, 
From either point of view we conclude that the 
Interesting range of R in (Jd-3) .is the neighbor+ 
hood.of& and that *%6 and&44%wil l  both be 
>>l. If fi&c*$ is continuous, we are probably 
entitled to assume that the variation of P./ecu> 
in the neighborhood of& will be small so that the 
& uriori probability may be effectively included 
tfor.present purposes in the constant k. p/R,+) 

4 
resumably has a large peak at*&& ; the precise 
ocation of the 

value of A,, 
maximum, i.e., the most probable 

is determined by 

(3.1-4) 

Or 

Asing‘the fact that &>>I and preserving only 
the first terms of the asymptotic expansions 
1. Situations in which the emplitude of the. re- 
turn is a useful piece of information appear'to be 
ram+ in radar systems. The commonest example, per+ 
haps, is in monopulse systems, and here-it is not 
so much the amplitude of the echo sigtial for a 
single radar as it is effectively the ratio of the- 
amplitudes for two radars which matters. It seems 
possible that future radar systems may perhaps 
find amplitude information useful as an aid to 
identification. 

zhd- & (i+& -- ) (3.1-6) 

3;h.J A. * l/- jg*-4, (3.1-7) 

the solution of (3;1-5) is simply 

A7 = A, (3.1-e) 

with sn error the order of 
(3-l-8) is certain1.y 

Equation 
barticular 

;e-note-that as n/,-*qA*4/%. 
We new wish to focus attention on a series 

of cases in which the actual amplitude is R, and 
to consider the'distribution of values ofR which 
would result from.(3.1-8). A study of the form of 
,A, (see (2-J) and footnote 1, page 2) shows that 
I\, has the‘samedistribution as the envelope of a 

sinusoid of amplitude fi plus a narrow-band Gauss- 
ian noise with var' 

i.9 
ce %. This problem has been 

considered by Rice, who has shown that the distri- 
bution for A is approximately normal (for'%%>>~) 
with mean value equal to k$,'as we should expect, 
and variarkequal to 4. Thus the normalized 
effective standard deviation is approximately. 

(3.1-g) 

which is the result we sought. Typically R is 
the order of lob or more so that a relative ac- 
curacy of better than 10 per cent in the determi- 
nation of& is reasonable. 

Completely aside,from the various approxi- 
mations employed, the procedure of the previous 
paragraph can be questioned on philosophical 
grounds. In outline what we did was the following: 

i. Determined that vaiue of A, say&, for 
which p&,54 had its maximum in the vicin- 
ity of R-4 ; 
2. Found the probability distribution.of &' 
over all the received signals for which# f 
RI. 
Ihe difficulty with this gpproach is that we 

have specified the form of the estimation operaticn 
in,advanoe, i.e., choose that value of A which 
maximizes p&,+4. This is certainly a reason- 
able thing to do, but there are other possible 
reasonable operations, e.g., choose that value 
which.will minimise /R-A)’ on the average. We. 
cannot-be sure a priori that the values of ht se- 
lected on the basis of different criteria might 
not be different and have different error dis- 
tributions. 

Fortunately there is another approach which 
get,s around this difficulty and, in addition, is 
both easier to carry through,and more illuminating. 
The difference, essentially, is that instead of 
computing the,distribution of some arbitr 
selected quantity such as I'- Cru(P(ec$%er 
all received signals with fixed &! , we shall com- 
pute the distribution of values of,A which might 
have led to a particular r/C). --But this is pre- 
cisely the aposteriori probability p~~~~ for 
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this particular Pffl. NOW, of course, JW 5wJ 
can tell us something general about the accuracy 
of estimating A, only if J@$~u), in the vici- 
nity of M*a-at least, has essentially the same 
shape for nearly all received signals, k/f), hav- 
ing the same n . But this basically implies that 
we can measure &, with high accuracy which is ex- 
actly the condition we wish to achieve and are 
most interested in. Hence, the argument is self- 
consistent--if fler;w) has a iarge spike in the 
neighborhood of some particular R , i.e., if it 
is highly probable that a signal with & in this 
neighborhood is present, then the shape ofp%S;u) 
in this neighborhood describes the acctiacy with 
which we can determine & since p/R,cwJ is ex- 
actly the probability that some # other than& 
could have been present in b-f%). In such a case 
P/A,twJ will be determined almost entirzly by 
bhe echo signal and will be almost independent of 
the particular noise present so that we may make 
general statements. If p/e+;r) does not nave a 
large isolated spike then, although B/R,cti> still 
measures the aistribution of possibie values ofa, 
that inight have produced the particular r&J re- 
ceived, the accuracy is presumably low and no 
general statements can be made since the noise had 
had a major effect on FfJi;r). This same argu- 
ment applies to any other parameter as well as to 
a and is the one we shall employ for f and W  . 

For the uarticular aroalem being considered 
mer;~) is given by (3.i-3). As cefore we shall 
assume that E&5%) is essentially constant over 
the interesting-neighborhood so that 

P&r;& - e 2% z &y (3.1-10) 

NOW the function /&can be croken up into two 
terms D.Y writing hlf) = nf&J + S&f&-t); 

j 
$ 

h;&Jg ,&-d c +% (3.141) 
-e / 

The first integral is equai to'4 I amplitude of 
echo signal present. The supposition thatH/qrd' 
has a large spike in the neighoorhoood being con- 
sidered implies that the'seconc term is with high 
probability small and that &*A. is large so that 

where we have replaced z a9 by the first 
term of its asymptiotio expansion (3.1-6) and 
comuleted the scuare; Thus P&GwJis anproxi- 

near & with &sn ; 
and standard deviation G  =R 

0r4/! as before. In addition to being simpler 
than the first approach, this method has, in 
Woodward's words "the remarkable feature----that 

[accuracy] can be studied'in the absence of noise" 
since the effect of our argument was to remove the 
noise term from/% in so far as computing p{Y&rJ) 
was concerned. 

In the preceding paragraphs we have consider+ 
.ed nearly all the questions which can arise in the 
canonic detection problem, with the exception of 
those which more properly belong to the study of 
values and which determine the actual value of 
the threshold to be employed. To summarize we 
have observed that: 

1. For the canonic detection problem the 
optimum form of decision process, is a com- 
parison of the envelope of the output of a 
matched filter or cross-correlator with a 
threshold. The form of this decision pro- 
cess is independent of either the type of 
value judgment selected or the a priori pro- 
babilities; 
2. The reliability of detection, in so far 
as it depends on the characteristics of-the 
racar and the target, depends only on the 
ratio of received signal energy to noise 
power per cycle per second, i.e., onR; 
3. The accuracy with which the parameter a 
can be determined is measured by the stan- 
dard deviation of F@twJ . For@sa/(and 
we observed thatR has to be much greater 
than one if the detection performance is to 
be reliable] the shape of -5-J in the 
neighborhood of the correc,t'value of #? is 
nearly the same-for all 4 and is essen- 
tially equal to %&wJ with -t/#4sub- 
stituted for @m. Specifically the stan- 
dard deviation of # is given by 

Eel z The Case ofg Orthogonal Signals -- 

We now wish to consider another simple de- 
tection problem which is somewhat more directly 
related to the radarproblem than that discussed 
,in $.he preceding section, As before we shall as- 
sume that at most one target echo signal is pre- 
sent at any one tcor during any one observa- 
tion interval.' We shall further assume that the 
aiupiitude,# , is known a priori and &at the 
initialphase angle is random and informationless. 
Hwever, unlike the preceding case we shall as- 
aume'that the parameters T and CJ of the echo 
signal are not known a priori but instead any one 
offi signals of the fonn#%&&Z;;)may be pre- 
sent with equal probability. We shall further 
assume that these m  signals are mutually ortho- 
&, i.e., that 

where the star indicates oomples conjugate. Al- 
though this set of, assumptions is clearly a-closer 
approximation to actual radar problems than the 
canonic detection problem.in that C andw are 
treated as unknots, the assumed discrete nature 
of the a priori distributions in V and w , and 
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the requirements that (3.2-l) be satisfied, are 
obviously unrealistic. The nert section will be 
largely devoted to removing these restrictions, 
but their value for the moment is that again we 
will be able to sey something of general value 
about the reliability of detection without getting 
involved in the accuracy, ambiguity, and resolu- 
tion questions. Indeed what nc hope eventually 
to be able to conclude--end this is one of the 
principle points of our detection philosophy--is 
that the radar detection problem breaks down into 
two essentially independent problems. The first 
ofthese is to adjust the radar parameters, par- 
ticularly those which appear in the radar equation, 
in order to obtain sufficient received energy un- 
der the desired conditions to produce reliable de- 
tection of the fact that a signal is present. The. 
important point is that the required signal energy, 
or better the required value of A , can be stated 
almost independently pf the received waveform. 
Thesecond problem, then is to adjust the received 
waveform, by mesns,of course, of choosing the 
transmitted waveform, in order to ,bbtain the de- 
sired,performance in terms of -accmracy, ambiguity, 
and resolution. 

For-the momen&, .then, we are interested in 
the reliability of detection if there areA orth- 
ogonal siegnals whicn might possibly be present one 
at a time, instead of just one known signal. From 
the beginning it Ss apparent that the present pro- 
blem is philosophically considerably ,more involved 
than the simple canonic problem in that the & 

osteriori probability distribution (which is still 
*-z-3) new oonsists of a set of M  .num- 
bersl instead of just two. In paxticular it is 
no longex possible to oircumvent more or less com- 
pletely the question of value judgments--there are 
many meaningful and dPfferent ways in which-the 
question "1s there a signal present?" can be asked. 
For our present purposes, however, as ,outlined in 
the preceding paragraph, it will perhaps sufrice 
to demonstrate the essential invariance of the 
system behavior by analysing two examp1e.s. 

The first of these is perhaps the most ob- 
vious formulation of the pure detection problem 
in the present situation. lf we reduce the de- 
tection problem to a simple binary decision then 
the performance can be compLetely descritied-as 
before by the various probabilities of being r&ht 
end wrong, such as Pd and P‘ . 
our first example we seek t d 

In particular for 
e optimum receiver de4 

tection characteristic,crehatfng 
Pd I probability of announcing that a (any) 

signal is present when indeed there is 
a (some) signal present,, 

and Pf-= probability of announcing that a (any) 
signal is present when actually only 
noise is present. 

From She discussion in,preceding se&ions it 
should be obvious that the carresponding optimum 
de'cisioti operation is to compare 

1. The probability ,of each of the fi signals to- 
zqther with the probability, jWQ,~.o) of noise 
alone. 

with a threshold. Using the assumption of ortho- 
gonality (which assures statistical independence 
among the terms of the sum) and assuming that fi 
is large enough so that the central limit theorem 
of statistics may be employ&, it is a more or Ps5 
straight-forward problem to show that the receiver 
detection characteristic has essent'ally the form 
of the solid lines of Fig. 1 where a, e parameter, 
P' in to be interpreted, not as equal to @/& 
but iather 

Actually the approximations are such that this 
expression for R is slightly pessimistic. 

The most important conclusion to be derived 
from this result is that the value of&?% re- 
quired for a given performance is only logarith- 
mically.detendent on/Yf. Indeed we would be 
justified in stating that to a first approximatdon 
the required value of&'.% is independent offl. 
The essential truth of this statement is perhaps 
best illus.trated by en example. 'For "reliable" 
detection S(e.g., Pd = 0.99, ?f = l?,-5) the J? of 
Fig. 1 typically must be the order of 50.. If Ma 
20,000 then,&%% 'must equal 60 which is an in- 
crease of just 0.8 db over the.tialue of p/A (=50) 
which would'be. required for the same Pd and‘Pf if 
.M= 1, i.e., if Z: and w were fixed and 'known 
a priori. 

As a second example we consider a decision. 
process of a somewhat different nature. We post- 
ulate the existence of a receiver with M  output 
channels, one for each possible echo signal. Each 
channel has two output states corresponding to 
"signal present" and "signal absent" and we sup- 
pose that the channels.are so interlocked that 
only one channel can indicate "'signal present" at 
4 time. 

We then seek the optinum receiver detection 
characteristic relating 

Pd - probab 1 t i i y that a particular s$nal 
will be announced) if indeed'that par-, 
titular signal is present,l 

whese !th Pf -= probabiiity that the x 'signal will be 
i announced if indeed the ith signal is 

* present. 
Although this criterion is obviously quite a bit 
stiffer than that discussed in the first example, 
we cannot argue that the resulting detector will 
be 'better or worse than the first detector un- 
less the use to which the data is to be put and 
the corresponding appropriate value judgments are 
considered. Our purpose,hoWever, is not to com- 
pare ,these criteria'but rather to show'that even 
in this second oase'a large increase in &I re- 
quires only a small increase in the value ofA*/% 
to/keep the reliability of detection constant. It 
is easy to argue that the optimum detection process 

1. We assume 'that all signals are treated alike 
so that Pd is the same for each channel. 
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in this second ease is to compare /t, separately 
with a threshold for each signal, announcing that 
signal present, if any,for which the corresponding 
n, is most in excess of the threshold.1 As a re- 
sult of the assumed orthogonality among the sig- 
nal&the solid curves of Fig. 1 mey then be inter- 
preted as plotting the relationship between P an4 
Pf* Assuming that all signals are treated ali 4, e 

To illustrate (using the same exsmple before)-- 
suppose Pd = 0.99, P - 10-5, M = 20,000. 
Pfi - 5 x 10 -10 ang 

Then 
the required value of@& 

is (8.8)2 - 77.4 which is a 1.9db increase over 
the value ofA*/&required for V snd w known 
a priori and a:l.ldb increase over the value re- 
quired in the first example--in neither case a 
very' significant amount considering the size of* 

I& Detection in the Case of Continuous 
Paremeter M.stributio';;;;t Accuracy 

Ambipuitv. and 

As soon as we pass from the discrete g&.- 
ori distribution assumed for e end u in the pred 
oedingsections to more realistic continuous dis- 
tributions, a whole host of problems arise. 
These problems are not orily of a mathematical or 
homputational nature but also, as we saw in a 
rather elementary way in the example of section 
3.2,involve quite complicated questions of value 
judgments and problem formulation; Roughly the 
aifficult is that it is no longer possible to 
state performance measures in olack and white 
terms;,there are various ways or degrees of being 
wrong and the penalties must be weighted accord- 
ingly. neverthelessi if.we have any hopes of 
evolving a useful theory we must face these pro- 
helms, even if our conclusions are more qualita- 
tive than quanti&tive. 

As before we shall assume that at most one 
target echo.is present during sny observation- 
interval end that the initial phase angle of the 
return is random end informationlees.L We shall 
further assume, for simplicity and to be definite, 
that : 

1. The amplitude, 4, is known and constants 
indeoendent of w and W . 
2.. The a priori probability densitx&cu) 
is‘a con&nt for all values of r and CJ 
lying inside the rectangla in the trw plane 
bounded by the lines r-O;*a,w-&e . 
In other words all pairs of values of 2 
end w satisfying the conditions Orhere 
andH=ewill be assumed equally likely. 

Other, less restrictive, assumptions can be hand- 
1ed;at least qualitatively, but these will serve 
to give the principal outlines of what can be-done. 

Loosely, we shall be concerned with three 

1. The similarity,of this process to that car- 
ried out in the usual range-gated radar--partic- 
ularly those of the so-called '?predetection inte- 
gration II type--is perhaps worth pointing out, 

questions. The first of these is essentially the 
same question considered previously, i.e., what 
is the reliability of detection, where by deteo- 
tion we have in mind essentially the same sort 
of decision as in the first example of section 
3.2. And, indeed, our method of handling this 
problem will be to replace the actual continuous 
parameter situation by an approximately equivalent 
discrete orthogonal problem of the type analysed 
in section 3.2: The other two questions are new. 
Cne is the question of the accuracy with which 
the parameters r and (J can be measured once it 
has been ascertained that an echo is indeed pre- 
sent. We have considered the. question of accuracy 
'before with respect to the measurement of smpli- 
tude in the oanonic detection problem. Essenti- 
ally the ssme method will be employed here for V 
and w. The third question concerns the pos- 
sibility of ambiguity, i.e., are there other val- 
ues of r and w significantly removed from the 
proper values which might conceivably be mis- 
construed as the right values. Actually there 
are two ways in which an ambiguity might arise. 
One possibility is that the noise accompanying 
a particular echo might look sufficiently like 
some other echo that the aposteriori probability 
of this latter signal might be large. -This type 
of ambiguity really has more the character of a 
false alarm--if the detection is "reliable" then 
such ambiguities should be rare. On the other, 
hand the structure of the signal may be such that 
two echoes from different targets may look much 
alike, e-g., the '*second-time-around" target in 
conventional ,pulse radar. This is the type of 
ambiguity we wish to. study. The principal ob- 
jective of our study, of course, is radar synthe- 
sis. Hence, with respect to accuracy and ambig- 
uity we shall seek both for those attributes of 
the radar which influence these problems and for 
appropriate limit theorems or realizability con- 
ditions on the types of accuracy and ambiguity 
performance which can be obtained. We shall find, 
of course, ,that unlike the reliability of deteo- 
tion firoblem, the important parameters influen- 
cing accuracy and ambiguity are those which des- 
cribe the waveform, and we shall discuss an im- 
portant performance constraint on the waveform 
which perhaps deserves the title of the Radar 
Uncertainty Principle. 

As a result of the various assumptions which 
we have made, the 5 aosteriori probability density 
for the present situation wan be written in a some- 
what simpler form than (2-3). Specifically, 

where we have absorbed into 8 a multitude of 
terms including the a priori probability density. 
Now it should be obvTous that if we are going to 
judge the reliability of detection in the present 
dase on the same basis as th,e first example of 
section 3.2, i.e;, in terms of 

Pd w probability of announcing that .a (any) 
signal is present when indeed there is 
P. (some) signal present; 
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and Pf I probability of'announcing that a (any) 
signal is present when actually only 
noise is present; 

then by analogy with that example the optimum ,de- 
tection rocedure is to compare 

$/ 

*/a 

dr pfr;@> A (4-21 
. -+a 

with a threshold. We dsn even perhaps imagine an 
infinite number of cross-correlators followed by 
non-linear weighting devices, a summing circuit, 
end a comparison circuit which WQuld phySiOally 
carry out this operation. But a real difficulty 
arises when we try to compute Pd and Pf since the 
noise outputs 01 these individual channels will 
not in general be independent--the corresponding 
signals will no.t in general be orthogonal or un- 
correlated. 

The question of the wey in which the various 
possible echo signals are correlated is a most 
important one for our study since it not only in- 
fluences the value ofpkrequired for a given 
reliability of detebtionl, but also has a niajor 
effect on the accuracy anb embiguity question. 
To see this let us consider two signals--. 
8w,ti-z>ands%(f-+L). Let us then compute'bot 
/4,(V&and/\,IY~,uc)in the &se in which%&- 
is actualiy present 

fi 

If,-as we have argued before, the detection is to 
be. reliable, then the first term in (4-3) must be 
much 1arger.ths.n the seoond2 SO that 
1. As we have anti&pat@ end-will show this 
influence is actually rather small. 

The mean square values of the real and im- 
&nary #parts of'the second term in both (4-3) 
and (4-4) are eaoh equal-to a. 

4, hp4 m  N (4-5) 

If in addition 4&271 and&&e.)aFe highly 
correlated, by which we mean that 

thei it will also be true that 

A, &,-J&l = A. 

Whether $&cc kcill actually be greater 
than or less than d tjrjwiil depena on the 
particular noise ~avefOX3n present, but will not 
depend very much on which signal is present. In. 
other words, whenJ~,&-C) is actually present, 
we can not really be sure if it is &,,&-f)or 
&,&f) whicn is present.' Thus if two possibie 
received waveforms are highly correlated in the 
sense of, (4-6j and one of them is present, the 
determination of which one is present is funda- 
mentally ambiguous and no-amount of clever data 
processing can resolve this ambiguity. 

In a similar situktion suppose that for some 
fixed,value of W-Y, and for all values of z' 
lying in some interval& centered one, the cor- 
responding signals;d+f+-t) are highly correlated 
in the sense of (4-G). Then if one of these sig- 
nals is present we shall not be able- to petermine 
which one, i.e., we shall not be able to measure 
3 with an accuracy greater than the order of be. 
!&is, of course, is.in essence the same argument 
as we gmployed in section 33 with relation to the 
acburacy of estimating&. 

To be sure ,the accuracy and ambiguity sit- 
uations depend not only'on ihe degree of correla- 
tion of the various signals but also on the ratio 
#%'% --we shall have mo:e to say about this in 
what follows. Butthe important point is that the 
limiting possible performance with respect to ac- 
curacy and ambiguity depends not on ingenuity.in- 
processing the received signals but rather on the 
shape of the received-signals themselves and in 
psrticular on the extent to which theovarious re- 
ceived.sighals tie cqrelated. It behooves us, 
therefo-re, to study the various possible forms 
which this correlation can take. Such a study 
will ,perm.it us not only,to give more-or-less com- 
plete answers to the deteotability, accuracy, and 
ambiguity questions in particular cases but will 
lead to one of the most important theorems con- 
straining ra 

w 
performanoe--the Radar Uncertain- 

& Prinoinle 
g Waveform Exemnlee; Radar Uncertainty Princinle 

We'are interested in the behavior of the 
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and the second expresoion has been obtained from 
the first by an elementary change of variable. 
Physically de&J can be loosely interpreted as 
the output in the absence of noise of a cross- 
correlator corresponding to a particular signal 
when a second siL?Isl with a delay less by e'arid 
a frequency shift less by U' than that articular 
signal is present. Alternately &<-J' P , consid- 
ered as a function of @and with -'interpreted 
as time, is, except for a scale factor and 'ig- . noring noise, precisely the time waveform cor- 
responding to the envelope of the output of a 
matched filter for a signal at a particular fre- 
quency when a signal at. a frequencyu'l_ess is 
present. Although p[rj&j has a number bf i gj"'- esting and important mathematical properties, it 
is perhaps more expedient for our present pur- 
poses to procede to a consideration of several 
examples. 
4.11. Impulse or CW Radar --- 

We shall assume for our first exemple that 
the received waveform is a single pulsed-sinusoid 
of constant amplitude and duration, T. Thus, 
recalling the normalization of equation (l-2) 

r 

F r; 
c&i&7- 

ipd = (4.11-l) 

0; elsewhere 

Physically there are two'interesting extreme sit- 
uations, to which this example might correspond 

a. CW Radar--where T is essentially the 
"time on target" and typically 

T>> 0 

b. Impulse Radar--where 7i.s now simply 
the impulse duration and typically 

7-c< @  

but +>>a 

$%p4 is shown in Fig. 2 plotted as amplitude 
above the TLar'plane. We note that #(94J is the 
highest point in the plane--which is reasonable 
since &g&is proportional to the output of the 
cross-correlator when the corresponding signal & 
present. Indeed we couldprove the general re- 
sult that for any waveforma&Jof finite dura- 
tion 

Philosophically this equation can be interpreted 
to mean that if the noise is aanishingly small, 
the parameters of an echo signal can be determined 

with perfect accuracy and without ambiguity--a 
physically satisfying conclusion. 

An alternative way of .representing f&s!! 
is shown in Fig. 3 and 4 where we have chosen,the 
+* andly' scales so as to more clearly illustrate 
the difference between CW end impulse Radar re- 
spectively. In these two figures as in most 
of the remaining plots of &';-*jin this paper 
we have chosen to indio&te the magnitude of@$-*j 
as the density of shading in the two-dimensional 
W-C' plane. Moreover, for simplicity.we have 
somewhat arbitrarily restricted the degrees of 
shading to just three--black corresponding to 
highly correlated regions, i.e.,#:rr)ar 1, crow 
hatch corresponding to weekly correlated regions, 
i,e.,l/lr;'u3arO end unshaded corresponding to 
uncorrelated negions, i.e.,+/tfd-0. 

Let us now consider the problem of deter- 
mining the receiver detection characteristic for 
the case, say, of the CW radar of Fig. 3. We 
first note that it is not nec'essary to provide 
a channel in our detector for every possible -pa%r 
of values of V and # as we assumed earlier. For 
example, since@aTthe channel corresponding to 
rs 0 and any particular& will have an out- 

put under all circumstances which is very highly 
correlated, i.e., nearly identical,'with the out- 
put of the channels for the same 01) and anyi=a 
ehus we could replace all thase channels in the 
integration (4-2) with just one channel, say ww 
0 . Similarly in frequency except channels sep- 
arated *T&from a given channel are nearly un- 
correlated with the given channel. Thus approxi- 
matelya+# channels are required in frequency 
to cover the expected range of targets and the 
outputs of these channels are nearly orthogonal. 
Thus finally the detection performance in the case 
of a CW radar cannot be very different from that 
of the first example of section 3;2 with&r&& 
Of course we could easily be off by a faotor of 2 
or more in this value of an equivalent & but 
since the required value .of*'&depends on M  
only logarithmically such an error has negligible 
significance. Moreover the whole argument is 
somewhat academic since, as we showed ih section 
3.2 the increase in#%required even for a large 
value of M  is quite small. of course a pre- 
cisely dual argument holds in the case of the im- 
pulse radar the required value of M  being the 
-order of* 7. / 

Next we shall examine the accuracyW*c41with 
which the parameters 'c andw can be determined 
in the case-of a CW radar, Of course, since'for 
the allowed variation in PI all possible signals 
are highly correlated, essentially no estimate of 
T can be given unless &&&is very large, as is 
physically obvious. Measurements of U are more 
interesting. Using the same argument as in sec- 
tion 3.1 the procedure is to identify the varience 
in the measurement of w  with the mean square 
width of the spike inpC/c& computed in the ab- 
sence of noise. As should be readily apparent 
this is precisely the same 
of the spike.at the origin 
Making the usual approximations we obtain 
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as,'the standard deviation of the error. in *) as- 
sumingr(r~>>1. 'If we take-h as the width in 
rrequency of the centre3 spike in &$$and if 
we assume@'/*- 50 theai'(4.11-2) states that *we 
should be able to determine-u to about l/l0 of 
this width. This is somewhat better than we are 
able to achieve in praotice because of the effect 
of systematic errors which have been ignored. 
Equation (4..ll-2) is a special case of a general 
result which states that 

(4.11-3) 

where f is the root mean square duration about 
the mean of the signal. An essentially similar 
result holds in general for time measurements. 

(4.11-4I 

where ~(radiens/see) is the root mean square band- 
width about the mean frequency of the,signal.. 
Unfortunately the approximations on which this 
latter formula id based breakdown for a square 

obtains the formul.afd 
pulse. Using a sli h ly modified procedure one 

which is probably a trifle optimistic, even in 
theory. 

4.12 Linear-Sweep FM-CW Radar II- 
The possibilities with the preceding exemplel 

were rather limited. Since the bandwidth for a 
single pulsed-sinusoid is rougnly just the recip- 
rocal of the duration it is generally not possibleJ 
to, find a value of 7 which wiil simultaneously 
give acceptable accuracy in both range and velo- 
city. The obvious strategy, then, is to modtiate 
the signal so that the bandwidth can be made many 
times larger‘than the reciprocal of the duration. 
A simple possibility would seem to be to frequency 
modulate the signal, e:g., to let 

(4.12-1) 
8 ; elsewhere ' 

i%us the frequency of the pulse increases linearly 
fromtimat C-0 to u+.&Tww+Wat +aT. 
~/~;~3 is readily computed ior this waveform - 
and the result can roughly be represented as in 
Fig. 5. As we can see our strategy has not been 
entirely successful. 3'0 be sure, we observe that 
we can make a measurement of e with an accuracy 
the order of*&-(roughly an improvement of- 
over a pulsed-sinusoid of the same duration) but 
0nl.v if we know the proper value of W  . And con- 
versely we can detezniine CJ t.o an accuracy the 
order ofa% if we know the proper value of Z 
But if we knowyeither V nor w the best we can 

. 

determine is a relationship between C andw of 
ch.e faLnlN-rsr r?hnn).ant m  on .si@al rew 

ceived. 1 Of course this result is hardly unexpec- 
ted from a physical point of view since the wave- 
form-resulting from a frequency shift and from an 
appropriate time delay are very similar. Com- 
pahd with a ouised-sinusoid of the same duration, 
what we had hoped to achieve by frequency modula- 
tion was a compression in C'of the'region in 
which */+',&I is large (black area in Fig. 5) from 
a widtharrto a width*tU"gswithout a correspondl- 
ing spread in-tne w' direction. What we did not 
anticipate perhaps is that the volume of~&$,w'), 
insteaa of being oompressed as we squeezed along 
the taxis, has leaked out into the rirst and 
third quadrants. Alternately what we have achieved 
is a rotation rather than a compression of the CW 
characteristic of Fig. 3. 

we should not conclude, however, that FM-CW 
has little advantage over ordinary CW as a radar 
waveform. Jn many practical cases&is small 
compared withWand velocity information is of lit- 
tle use. In tnis case F&C'7 has essentially the 
accuracy and freedom from ambiguities of an im- 
pulse radar having the same bandwidth, together 
with the lower peak power for the same energy 
characteristic of the CW case. Moreover, assuming 
that we can guarantee that we are looking at one - 
and the same target, it may be possible to make 
a second measurement with a different k (e.g.,-&) 
and thus to determine both 7 and @  with high 
accuracy and without ambiguity. Eevertneless, 
compared mitn otner other waverorms to be con- 
siderea, the price of she FM-CW radar is high in 
terms of bandwidth ior the results obtained. Its 
principle advantage is simpiicity of implementatiop. 

A.13 Coherent Periodic Pulse Radar -- 
xhe commonest radar waveform, of course, is 

the periodic pulsed-sinusoid with or without 
various minor variations. We shall assume for 
analysis that ~%&jis real and has the form in- 
dicated in Fig. 68. By implication we are thus 
assuming that oarrier phase is coherent from pulse 
to p&se, i.e., that the pulses are merely bursts 
selected from the same continuous sinewave. A 
closely related waveform is generated physically 
by starting an oscillator from noise separately 
for each pulse so that the carrier phase is ran- 
dom from pulse to pulse. The performance obtained 
with this second, incoherent, waveform is slightly 
different in some respects from that to be des- 
cribed as will be mentioned in a later section. 
shown i~~b~6~o&~;cwavefom of Fig. 6a is 

. . Clearly the accuracy of 
simultaneous measurements of V and LJ is now es- 
sentially the best which:oan be expected for a 
waveform of this bandwidth end total duration. 
Nore exactly, equations (4.11-2) and (4.11-5) may 
be applied to this case yielding 

(4.13-l) 

(4.13-Z) 

L. Clearly the best way to describe this situa- 
tion would be in tens of the parameters of an 
ellipse in the rl&plaM, 
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Fig. 2: $1; 3 Pw for Single E'ulsed-Sinusoid. 

Fig. 4: CpC~w'J for Ircpulse of Sinusoid. 

Fig. 6: $b&wg for ?eriodic Pulsec! Sinuspid. 

t 

W ’ 
W  
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where T s and W  have the significance indicated 
in Fig. 6a and pis to be interpreted as the 
total received energy. 

Although the. accuracy situation, thus, leavd 
little to be desired in that essentially the,best 
possible performance is obtained within the al- 
lowed bandwidth,, apparently a new difficulty 
has appeared. Assuming that@>4 and/or*=& 
there will now be ambiguities in the determination 
of r and/or W  . These correspond to the famil- 
iar "second-time around" echoes and "blind velo- 
cities." It is true, of course, that the spikes 
in+&;&) at multiples of the repetition rate and 
repetition interval are smaller than the spike at 
the origin, and hence if the ratio&&is large 
enough, the highest spike inp&>should with 
high probability correspond to the correct para- 
meters. Some idea as to how large & mustbe 
can be acquired from the following argument. SUp- 

pose that there is only one possible alternate 
pair of values which might be confused with each 
target. Such a situation might arise, for ex- 
ample, if the _a prior& information made it pos- 
sible to discard other alternatives as unlikely 
or impossible, e.g.,@14 and p%Ca 6%. 
Let$f+;:&:~ be the height of the ambiguous spike. 
We wish, then, to compute the probability that the 
wrong spike in/&&will actually be higher (be- 
cause of noise) than the correct spike. Clearly 
if #/~$w&then there is complete equivocation; 
both spikes in twill under all conditions be 
identical in height and we can say that the'prob- 
ability of error is 0.5. We can compute the re- 
lationship between*'/& and @$LJDI such that the 

Thus if &i-d I 0.97, 8Mwoul.d have to be 
greater .than@ll5 before the probability of error 
would be less then 102 Of oourse (4.13-3) is a 
theoretical'result and ignores such questions as 
distortion and drift. Independent of the value 
of&.?%, it would be necessary to go to a great 
deal of trouble to build practical equipment cap- 
able of distinguishing reliably and over aside 
dynamic range a difference as small as 3% For 
most practical purposes spikes in &u') greater 
than, say, 0.5, constitute unresolvable ambigui- 
ties., 

Finally the presence of ambiguities has a 
significant effect on the value of/9 to use in 
equation (3.2-a) for estimating the reliability 
of detection, If both@& andad%then it 
is easy to argue that the appropriate value of&l 
is roughly 

(4.13-4) 

On the other hand i f@&b and*>* then not all 
of the signals given by (4.13-4) will be indepen- 

1. Actually (4.13-3) applies to the case of known 
initial phase angle, but the error inA'&re- 
suiting from applying (4.13-3) to the random ini- 
t ia.LZLhaserase.isu 

dent so that the appropriate value of/c7 'is 

i.e., equal to the time-bandwidth produot for the 
signal. Sampling E;Ez;&~ the implioati?Ms of the 

concerning the number of de- 
grees-of freedom in a signal of limited time and 
frequency duration, this'.laan ,entirely reason- 
able result. 

>m The Radar Uncertainty PrincipleW -- 
It should at this point be obvious that 

qtbjw'9 corresponding to'the ideal radar wave- : 
form should have.the appearance of Fig. 7--a a&?- 
gle narrow spike at the origin and nothing any-, 
where else .in the plane. For maximum accuracy t&a 
spike should have a width of.approximatelyl% &m : 
frequency andx*/m in time, and T e.ndW should 
be independently adjustable. The difficulty is-- ' 
as we might expect--that such conditions are fund- 
ementally impossible to achieve. ,We now wish to 
study why. I 

Vur efforts thus far to achieve a waveform 
having a #fcdl similar to Fig. 7 have been kind 
of like squeezing a pillow--as we push in one 
direction the pillow bulges out in the other, and 
if we are too persistent the casing breaks and we 
have piles of I'eathers all over the landscape. ,-Or 
perhaps a better analogy would be to imagine that 
the g&;&j contour is the surface of a pile of 
sand, As we adjust the waveform we seem to be 
able to move the sand around but unable to get 
rid of any of it. This latter analogy, with one 
modification--namely that we should talk about the 
&/qi-') contour instead of the g&--J) contour, 
1s actually a precise statement of the most im- 
,portant limitation on radar accuracy-ambiguity 
performance, i.e., what we shall Call the Radar 
Uncertainty Principle. But before we give a pre- 
cise formulation.of this principle it is perhaps 
valuable to demonstrate it in an approximately 
quantitativemanner for the various waveforms we 
plave thus far considered. For most radar wave- 
tforms dd/r:r/),consists roughly of a number of 
'spikes of approximately unit height together with 
regions in which #&& cu 0. An ap roximate 
evaluation of the volume under the B VPfl9 oon- 
tour can be achieved by replacing the spikes with 
roughly equivalent cylinders of'unit height and 
ignoring the volume in the regions where +&&lb 0. 
For the three.waveforms thus.far considered this 
crude. volume computation is as follows: 

Area of Unit x Approximate No 
eight Cylinders I II.0 f Cylinders 1 = Vollnq 

glthough it is something of an aocident that this 
rather crude method works so nicely in these oases, 
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the conclusions nevertheless are correct. ?dore 
formally, 8 precise statement of the Radar Un- 
certainty Princiule is: 

the form of @&l+).l) 

= / (4.14-G 

This result is easily proved by directly carrying 
out the indicated integrations after substituting 
the definition of Ct<u'>frorn (4.1-l). 

The Radar Uncertainty Principle has a num- 
of important applications: 

1. As a part of the aposeeriori probabil- 
ity approach, the Uncertainty Principle 
helps to emphasize that waveform selection, 
rather than ingenuity in detectof:design, 
is the determining element in ra&“sc9uracy, 
ambiguity, and (as we shall see) resolttion 
performance. 
2. By setting a bound on performsnce qual- 
ity, it prevents much fruitless searching 
for waveform and detection methods intended 
to achieve such impossible performance as 
that described at the beginning of this 
section. 
3. The Radar Uncertainty Principle has 
proved very helpful in finding the flaws 
in various suggested radar waveforms, de- 
tection procedures,, MT1 scheme8, etc. Spe- 
cifically, one can be sure that the anslysia 
is complete if and only if all of the volums 
under the #*!&contour h8s been accounted 
for. 
Unfortunately, slthough the Radar Uncertain- 

ty Principle represents a necessary condition for 
the existence of a waveform$.&having a given 
&e,w#J it is not suffidient. A number of ad- 
ditional conditions can be specified, including 
sufficient conditions, but the forma of these . 
conditions are not sufficiently simple to be 
really useful in waveform synthesis. ,There seems. 
to be no real substitute at this point for 8n ed- 
uoated but intuitive guess followed by Carefnl 
analysis. 

We shall conclude this section with a dis- 
cussion of several waveforms which come 88 close 
as possible to the ideal radar waveform--at least 
from the standpoint of accuracy and freedom from 
ambiguities. These waveforms h8ve essentially 
the &+w')plot of Pig. 8, i.e., a single ten: 
tral spike of width*rh in frequency and=.% b 
time (where I andkT are the echo duration and 
bandwidth in rad/sec respectively) with the re- 
mainder of the necessary volume (ifrr*r/rris 
large this will he nearly all the volume ) spread 
out more-or-less uniformly over a region roughly 
;r wide in time and W  wide in frequency. 

All of the waveforms corresponding to Fig. 8 
have in common that they are in some sense noisy 
or pseudo-random--by which we meen that it takes 
many numbers to specify them as opposed to the, 
waveforms we have already considered which are 

specified by just,aifew numbers, e.g., pulse length, 
repetition,rate, .8%X&, For example, if s.wis a 
sample from almost'& sort of noise, e.g., hard- 
limited n8rrow-b8nd 68n8bian noise of duration 7 
and bandwidth Fr , the,borresponding +&u'> will 
with hi h probability'look like Fig. 8 
that 4 r is very large, the order of 1 O6 
or So 

3 
But when- is only the order of 10 

to 10 , the noise waveform has to be selected with 
some c8i!e if spikes of height 0.5 or more at v8lw 
ues .of T/ and w'other than the 'origin are to be 
avoided. 

An interesting example of a suitable wave- 
lo3 or less is the coded- 

waveform is constxd by 
starting with a pulsed sinusoid of duration 7. 
This pulse is then divided into zyh intervals, 
each of duration +. Each interval is then 
preserved as originally, or reversed in phase oy 
180' , according to whether the corresponding pos- 
ition in a binary sequence or code of length- 
is 0 or 1. Clearly the.performance of such a 
waveform then depends on the code selected. 
Almost any phase-modulated waveform having a band- 
width= or less Oan be closely approximated by 
choosing the proper code. At the moment we are 
interested in that code or codes which for a 
given value of Iy& will minimize #f&4 for 
v'V~Y*+O ,. The problem of finding sucn a code 
is closely related to the coding proolem in in- 
formation theory end many of the methods em loyed 
there are applicable. For example, form AL.. 
2" -1 the best codes yet found (snd there is 
reason to believe no better codes exist) 8re those 
called by various authorstaflshift-register or 
null sequence codes of maximum length. An 'example 
of such a code for n = 5, w= 31 is the fol- 
lowing 

0110100001100100111110111000101 
which is obtained.bystarting off with the code of 
length 5, 01101 (sny other starting code except 
00000 will yield equivalent results), and set- 
ting the next element equal to the sum modulo 2 
of the first, second, third, and fifth digits pre- 
ceding. This process is repeated for each spc- 
cessive element. It will be found that after 31 
elements have been.written down, the sequence will 
repeat, and indeed, the fact that the code does 
not repeat prior to the 2n-l element is a suffici- 
ent test that a proper parity check rule has been 
employed. For any value of n there are a number 
of such codes--all of which, so far has been de- 
termined, are equally satisfactory for our pre- 
sent purposes. It should be recalled that we are 

,cluding the origin. 
be sufficient alone to minimize #f&d along thet' 
axis, i.e., forw'= 0. Codes can be found which 
have better perfonnsnce along the 2'axis then the 
maximum length null sequences, but such codesin- 
evitably seem to have large spikes, i.e., poten- 
tial ambiguities, off the *'axis. Experience 
would,seem to suggest that maximum-length null 
sequence codes yield a maximum value of d&d) 
(excluding the origin) the order of- . 

We are justified in concluding that--from 
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standpoint of accuracy and ablbiguity--coded- 
pulse or other noise-like waveforms achieve es- 
'sentially the.ultimate possible performance. Why 
then have such waveforms not had a wider applica- 
tion in radar? To b&sure, an appreciation .of 
the value of such waveforms is,relatively recent 
and there is a feeling, which we do not completely 
share, that the equipment to generate and process 
such waveforms is impractically oomplicated. But 
the most important reason is that noise waveforms 
have in many practical target situations serious 
disadvantages from the standpoint of resolution. 
This is a problem which we now wish to investigate 
in general. 

&Q Resolttion 

Thus far we have considered onlycases in 
which it was known a priori that at most one tar- 
get echo was present at any one t ime& Sura ' 
fortuitous situation almost never occurs in prac; 
tice. At the very least we have to discriminate 
against our own transmitted signal which repre* 
sents a huge signal at zero range and veloci.ty. 
Moreover. in many cases ground clutter, chaff, 
the ionosphere, meteor trails, etc.. return echoes 
which not only contain little useful infcrmation 
but which, if they have a large amplitude, may 
obscure the echoes from desired targets. Indeed, 
it is probably only a slight exaggeration to 
claim that in many cases the problem of resolving 
desired echoes from undesired echoes and from one 
another is so important as to he the arincipal 
requirement on the radar design. xeedom from 
ambiguities, for example, might be a nicE thing 
to have. but not if it can be obt,ained only with 
a reduction in resolution performance. 

Despite the importance of this problem, 
there is remarkably little we can say about it of 
any general-validity.of utility. There are, bf 
course, several obvious platitudes which despite 
their triviality help to formulate the problem. 

1. .If the interfering signal is known com- 
plete and .exactly (iz*e., if&c&# and the car- 
rier phase angle are known precisely) then there 
is really no resolution problem since the obvious 
and theoretically ,$orrect procedure is to sub- 
tract a replica of the interfering signal from 
b-&a prior to processing. 

2. If the class of undesired signals is 
identical with the class of desired signals then 
there is obviously no possibility for resolution. 

Thus the resolution problem is theoretically 
and practically an interesting one only if the 
exact characteristics of the interfering signals 
are unknown in one or more respects and different 
in .one or more respects from the desired signals. 
There are, of course, mciny kinds of situations, 
but a large fraction of these are of little'in- 
terest. For example, two signals, which are 
identical except for amplitude obviously can be 
resolved with high-reliability only if the most 
probable desired signal energy is much greater . 
than the most probable undesired signal energy. 
The most interesting cases are those in which the 
signals to be distinguished differ in time delay 
and/or frequency shift. Here the appropriate 
measure of the difference between signals is 

&P ‘1 .‘: I4 an,d there a&two oases of interest: 
I.. &h desired signal is orthogonal to 
th;j. entire class of undesired signals; 
2. &oh desired signal is at most'weskly 
aorrelated with some of the members of the 
claasof undesired signals. 

clearly, resolution is d.most.impossible if the 
undesired signals are large and strongly Correla- 
ted with the desired signals. 

In the first case resolution is trivially 
simple to obtain. It can easily be shown that 
the's posterior probability that any particular 
desired signal is present is entirely independent 
of the'presenoe or size of the undesired signals. 
Renee all of-the analysis in preceding sections 
with respect to reliability of detection, accuracy, 
and ambi&ity is immediately applicable. Reso- 
luqon in this case is obtained automatically. 

On ,the other hand, in the second case the 
situation is not nearly so clear. We might, of 
course, Just pretend that the signals to be separ- 
ated are orthogonal and thus build our decision 
circuits as previously. The resolution perfor- 
mance under these conditions will be quite good, 
i.e.,-Pd and Pf for the desired signals will be 
esseritially unaltered by the presence of the un- 
desired signals, provided that the ratio of the 
energy of the undesired .signal to the energy of 
the desired signal remains somewhat less than 
~/#&j~$. Thus a degree ,of relative resolution1 
can be obtained. However" it‘should be possible 
to achieve somewhat better relative resolution 
by altering the form of the detector, e.g., in- 
tentional using an apyropriately mis-matched fil- 
ter. Of course, the reliability of detection for 
desired signals will then be less, but in the 
presence of correlated undesired signals sucha 
loss in reliability of detection is inevitable. 
In certain hypothetical cases tne best possible 
form for the mis-matched filter can be worked out. 
For example, if the class of undesired signals 
consists of a finite set of signals at known 
discrete values of 'P‘ and d but with unknown 
amplitude it is possible to design a deteotor 
providing essentially infinite resolution at only 
a (usually) small price in detectability. But 
for the case of continuous parameter distributions 
no really satisfactory procedures are known. How- 
ever it seems unlikely that any truly significant 
improvements in performance can be achieved by mis+ 
matching the filter, Emperical methods for de- 
signing clutter re&ction filters, for example, are 
probably as good as any. 

The conclusion is inescapable that if reso- 
Lution is important the radax waveform must be so 
chosen as to make the signals to be resolved as 
nearly orthogonal as possible. From this <point of 
view the periodic pulse waveform has outstanding 
advantages constituting as good a.reason as any 
for its overwhelming popularity, By permitting 
ambiguities; the periodic pulse waveform manages 
to cram nearly sl.1 the volumes required under the 

p. Relative resolution is clearly what we have in 
mind when we speak, for example, of sub-clutter 
bisibili2y. 
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&&]surface into fall slender spikes, leaving 
most of the &&plane absolutely empty. No 
other waveform is quite so well suited for those 
appiications (e.g., GCI radars) in which resolu- 
tioh capability is (or should be) toe pre-eminent 
design specification. However, when slight com- 
promises can be tolerated in resolution perfcr- 
mance, importaut advantages in other respects can 
be achieved by several variations in the coherent 
periodic pulse waveform, e.g., non-coherent phase 
from pulse-to-pulse, a periodically-repeated phase- 
or-frequency modulated pulse, cr a t ime-duplexed 
radar employing two repetition rates, each for 
half the echo duration. Other schemes, e.g., 
stagGered repetition rate, or changing frequency 
from pulse-to-pulse, are less useful since they 
have a serious effect on resolution performance, 

we do not intend to create the impression 
that amperiodic pulse radar is an adequate solu- 
tion to the usual, let alone the extreme, resolu- 
tion situation; it is not. There are many 
radar systems in particular which fail to achieve 
the desired performance, if for no other reason, 
because either the resolution performance of the 
periodic pulse radar is inadequate or because the 
ambiguities associated with this waveform are 
intolerabie. We feel rather strongly that within 
the constraints imposed by our model, i.e., by 
our present radar system philosophy, a satisfactory 
solution to these problems is essentially imposi 
sible. In particular we believe that it will be 
necessary to break away Srom the idea of a finite 
(i.e., short) observation interval with its as- 
sociated concept of the "occupied cell" in time 
and frequency. Our desired bargets have in gen- 
eral a time history or life pattern which is a 
much more distinguishing characteristic than their 
instantaneous position and velocity. We shall 
have to learn her to exploit thas characteristic 
The philosophical, computatione,$, and practical 
problems appear, at this time, to be raI.her dif- 
ficult, but here, if anywhere, would seem to lie 
the future promise of radar. 
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